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Emerging author S.P. Wright releases an anthology of fictional short stories on 
Smashwords.com 

 
Now Available for Review. 

 
Rock Springs, WY, Oct 13, 2019 - Aspiring author S.P. Wright announces his first anthology of 
short stories.  These tales were written to satisfy the prompts from university assignments and 
cover a wide variety of topics.  Each story includes a small intro explaining the prompt from 
which it was designed.  This will allow future students considering this degree program a brief 
glimpse into the classes themselves.  The publication Books, Manticores, and Wolves; Oh My!  
will continue to evolve until his collegiate journey has concluded, at which point it will become 
available on Smashwords.com for $2.75. 
 
Stories within the anthology explore the baser needs of the characters.  We see an anonymous 
and unnamed escort take a risky job with an immense payout at a truly "Bizarre Hotel," as well 
as a gamer so addicted to "The Game" that he doesn't care about being fired from his job due 
to theft.  "Screams in the Night" shows a child running barefoot in the winter down a quiet, 
sleepy road to escape a ravenous wolf; while another man awakens in a cave - naked, scalped, 
and bleeding - "Frozen in Fear."  Also included is a revealing tale titled "They Return" in which 
the author shares a first-hand account of regaining his wits after a devastating seizure.  All 
stories save for "They Return" which is written in the form of an essay are fictional.   
 
S.P. Wright is an emerging author in the experimental genre of science-mythology.  He is 
currently pursuing a B.F.A. in Creative Writing for Entertainment at Full Sail University.  This 
anthology (the first of three) based around various writing prompts will be his author debut.  
Wright also operates an author page on Facebook where he shares various reviews, theories, 
and speculations on the media industry; as well as a dedicated page on Deviantart.com where 
he shares his concept sketches and story ideas for his upcoming series The Phoenix Chronicles. 
 
Smashwords.com is a self-publishing e-Book distribution site that gives emerging authors a 
chance to be read, while also allowing the authors complete control over the publishing 
process.  Publications can be sampled prior to purchase, and are compatible with most e-
readers, computers, tablets, and smartphones.  
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